
The aurei and denarii with ‘candelabrum’ reverse appear to commemorate the 
Ludi Saeculares of 17 BC.  They have been found in hoards as widely apart as 
France, Sardinia and Romania [and footnote: Bulgaria], and although they seem 
to suggest Eastern treatment, this may well be illusory.  It is probable that only 
distribution will help in the identification of the mint of origin.

RIC notes weight peak of 3.80-3.70g, which is typical of the Eastern mints.  Western mints 
struck denarii at the slightly higher weight standard of c. 3.95 g, which was just under 3.5 
scruples, 84 coins per Roman pound.  RIC notes that the die axis is “not regularly adjusted, 
but tending strongly toward” 6:00.  There are no outer borders outside of the wreath. 
 Sydenham’s description of the CA portrait style applies to the candelabrum denarii:

The head is rather long and narrow, and the hair, instead of falling in loose 
locks, is arranged symmetrically in close curls.  The muscles of the neck are 
apparently not indicated, and the lower line of the neck is treated in a 
distinctive curve. 

         
Denarius with the portrait of a young Augustus has style similar to the CA bronze and the 
other Augustus denarii from Cyprus.  (3.85g)  
Another angle of the Meroe head of young Augustus, c. 27-25 BC.

 As Mattingly notes, the use of CAESAR, a standard title of Augustus, coupled with the 
corona civica and the date early in the reign of Augustus eliminates serious consideration that 
the young head is that of Caius Caesar. The weight and style of the type is Eastern, with 
strong parallels with the both the Prima Porta portrait and the “Young Bull” denarii and the 
related the CA brass and bronze.  A date of 27 BC is most likely, celebrating the Victory at 
Actium as well as the constitutional settlement that included his assumption of the name 
Augustus.
 Another attractive issue of silver, with obverse legend AVGVSTVS and Actium-related 
reverses may also belong to the same mint as the C.A coinage (RIC 472, Cohen 182, RIC 473, 
Cohen 335, and RIC 474, Cohen 328).  RIC also notes that the portrait is similar although not 
identical to that of the Young Bull denarius.  The reverse of RIC 472 shows a temple of six 
evenly spaced Doric pillars, entablature in a mixture of Doric and Corinthian, with a round 
shield in the pediment and palmettes on top.  The reverse legend is IOVI OLVM, “Jupiter 
Olympus.”  RIC gives these types the same date as the Young Bull issue, but attributes them 
to a “Mint in Northern Greece,” during a visit of Augustus.  RIC notes that the dies are not 
aligned, a difference from the usual 12:00 die axis of the C.A bronze and Young Bull silver 
coinage.  However, the examples viewed during the course of researching this book suggest 
dies tending toward a 12:00 die axis.  The borders are dotted.  
 The issue shares obverse dies with RIC 473, which means that both must be from the 
same mint.  This denarius has no reverse legend and dotted borders.  The reverse type is a 
laureate wreath intertwined with prows, the corona rostrata, the ties arranged centrally.  
This type celebrates the Victory at Actium, similar to that of the C.A coinage.  
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 The third type of this issue is a silver quinarius, an unusual denomination equal to half a 
denarius (RIC 474).  The obverse is similar, although of smaller scale.  Like the other denarii 
of this mint, and the C.A coinage the portrait has fine style, with finely detailed hair, high 
relief portrait and subtle facial expression.  Both sides have dotted borders.  The reverse has 
no legend.  Victory stands on a prow facing left, holding a wreath and palm.  This issue 
probably celebrates the recent Victory at the sea-battle of Actium.  RIC connects this issue 
with the visit of Augustus to Greece in 21 BC, but CBN connects it to the C.A coinage six years 
earlier.  

          
A quinarius of similar style has Victory on the prow of a defeated Ptolemaic galley, missing 
its prow-horn.  (1.77g)

The pose of Nike / Victory on the Prow on the Augustus quinarius similar to that of silver coins 
of Demetrios Poliorketes, issued 275 years earlier to celebrate his Victory at the Battle of 
Salamis, off the coast of Cyprus.  On both types, Nike is standing atop a defeated Egyptian 
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galley. The practice of removing the divine protection of an enemy ship by removing its prow 
ornament was well understood.58 
 Naval warfare of the first century BC was not so different.  The quinarius of Augustus 
with Victory on a prow shows a similar pose over a galley missing its prow-ornament, thus a 
defeated Egyptian galley.  The galley prow before the portrait of Cleopatra on her denarii, its 
prow fully ornamented, makes an interesting “before and after” comparison with the reduced 
prow on the quinarius of Augustus a few years later.  
 Is a specific Hellenistic statue of Victory on a prow, located in Salamis, pictured?  
Perhaps.  Two ancient Cypriot coins, spread over centuries, depict a very similar scene.  On 
the silver coinage of Demetrios Poliorketes of c. 300-294 BC joyful Nike stands, drapery 
billowing behind, blowing a trumpet in her extended right hand, with one wing visible, on the 
prow of a defeated Egyptian ship.  The type commemorates the naval victory off Salamis in 
306 BC.  On the quinarius of Augustus, joyful Nike (Victory to the Romans) stands, drapery 
billowing behind, placing a wreath in her extended right hand, with one wing visible, on the 
prow of a defeated Egyptian ship.  The type commemorates the naval victory at Actium in 31 
BC.  The similarity of the two types is strong.  However, no statue model has yet been found 
and other cities used this type.
 The three issues have a slightly less fine-style portrait than the Young Bull issue.  If the 
Young Bull issue was engraved by the same hand as the early fine-style C.A issue, then 
perhaps these portraits were engraved by an artist or artists connected with Howgego Groups 
II and III, the larger issues of bronze and brass of 25-22 BC.  RIC assigns the issue, tentatively 
to a North Peloponnesian mint, traveling with Augustus, connecting it closely with the Samos 
mint for the Young Bull denarius.  The similarity to the C.A, Candelabrum and Young Bull 
coinage suggests a Cypriot mint, although the varied die axis (if this is correct) works against 
a Paphos attribution.  
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58 
The Nike / Victory on prow pose is similar to a much earlier tetradrachm of Demetrios Poliroketes.

Of the coinage of Demetrios Poliorketes, Newell writes,

. . . Nike is alighting on one of the defeated ships.  This follows from a certain peculiarity observable on all of Demetrios’ coins 
bearing the Nike type.  If the various specimens be carefully examined it will soon be observed that all show clearly a notch or 
break indicated at the topmost point of the stolos.  Now the stolos, according to both ancient and modern writers, was the 
curved, swanlike object that rises from the stem, high above the prow, of an ancient ship.  It served the purpose both of 
ornament and ‘weapon’ for the prow.  At the period of which we are treating, namely the fourth century BC, it either curved 
backwards and ended in a round disk (or sometimes a volute-like ornament) having its convex side facing forward or, more often 
still and especially on warships, it curved forward and ended in a projecting horn called the acrostolion that is, the point or 
topmost part of the stolos.  This latter form can be clearly distinguished on the various more or less contemporary coins given on 
[Newell’s] Plate xviii, nos. 8-14.  Therefore the prows are certainly not those of defeated ships.  In all cases the extra, forward-
curving ornament at the top of the stolos is plainly visible.  It is this ornament that is so conspicuously missing from the prows 
found on Demetrios’ silver coins.  Furthermore, we know that it was this particular ornament that the victors in ancient times 
were accustomed to saw off in order to carry away as trophies.  For the ‘horn’, as a symbol of strength and power, was placed 
upon the prow by the Greeks for apotropaic reasons.  But if now it were lost or removed, the ship would no longer be divinely 
protected and so, to the superstitious ancients, would no longer possess the power of offensive or defensive action–it would be 
hors de combat.  On Demetrios’ coins, there being no reason in itself for the notch or break mentioned above, it is at once 
apparent that the artist desired to indicate that the horn of the stolos, in other words the acrostolion, had here been sawed off 
or broken away.  Therefore the ship on all the coins of the Nike type, having been so evidently deprived of its acrostolion, can be 
none other than one of the defeated galleys upon which Nike is descending at the moment of victory.  The argument is supported 
by the existence of a Classical Cyprus stater (BMC Cyprus p. xliv, plate xxv, #6), depicting Athena Nike resting on the prow of a 
ship, holding its cut acrostolion in her extended hand, gazing at it.



 The temple reverse has been connected to the Temple of Zeus Olympus at Olympia, or 
that of the same god at Athens.  Price and Trell suggest the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, but 
the strong stylistic connection to the CA brass and bronze coinage makes an attribution to 
Cyprus more likely.  The Temple of Zeus Olympus (Zeus Salaminios) at the South end of the 
Agora of Salamis (also known as the Stone Forum) had been re-built under Augustus by 22 BC.  
A statue of Zeus stood in a temple although the statue may have been Hellenistic, after the 
similarly ornamented, but seated, Zeus of Pheidias.  It was the chief shrine of the city of 
Salamis, and one of the three most important temples on Cyprus.  
 Remnants of the Temple of Zeus Salaminios exist.  One of the inscriptions found near 
this temple in the excavations of 1890 is in honor of Augustus' wife Livia and dedicated to 
Zeus Olympus.  In Lefkos, a single, twenty-foot-high, gray-granite Doric column evidently 
quarried from the Temple of Jupiter at Salamis in 1550 stands in Attaturk Square, today 
known as “the Venetian Column.”

  
With the obverse link to the C.A coinage and the recent rebuilding of the temple by 22 BC, a 
“Zeus Salaminios” attribution for this Zeus Olympus temple seems likely. (3.90g)  
“The Venetian Column” today.

Augustus denarius with corona rostrata on the reverse shares obverse die with the above 
Temple of Zeus Olympus denarius.  (3.72 g)  
Athlit Ram, a second century BC Ptolemaic bronze ram found off of Israel.

 An issue of denarii has an oak-wreathed head right of fine style, with no legend.  (RIC 
542) The reverse has a Capricorn, the well-known birth-sign of Augustus, with the word 
AVGVSTVS below it, and a star or comet above.  A similar Capricorn and star appears on 
Cypriot tesserae / quadrans.  The die axis is 12:00, and the weight peak is slightly lower than 
Western issues.  The obverse border is dotted, while the reverse border is linear.  A slightly 
different portrait is on a very similar type (RIC 541).  The reverse has AVGVSTVS, with a 
Capricorn right, a cornucopia on its back, holding a globe, with a rudder attached.  There is 
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no star.  The types are identical to an issue of denarii in the West (RIC 126) but a bit lighter, 
and of very different, non-Western style.  Cohen valued these at 50 gold francs, vs. 6 for the 
Western style.  These fine style portraits do differ somewhat from the C.A / Young Bull 
denarius portrait.  RIC notes, “Difference in the size of portrait between these two issues (RIC 
541 and 542), together with the difference in reverse type, may indicate the work of 
different mints.”  However, the obverse styles are very similar.

The Augustus denarii with Capricorn and star / comet reverse have some common features 
with CA bronze and related denarii.  RIC 542  (3.91g)

Some Capricorn reverse denarii have an oak-wreathed head.  RIC 541  (3.85g)

 Of this series of issues, BMC author Harold Mattingly cobbles together a very complex 
tale of ongoing mobile workers and equipment:

The most possible solution seems to be that Octavian very soon after, perhaps 
even before, Actium (It is certainly strange that, against Antony’s enormous 
output, we have nothing of Octavian to assign to the years immediately before 
Actium, unless part of the ‘Caesar Divi f.’ coinage fills the gap.  If so, the mint 
would be at Octavian’s military headquarters) collected a staff of Greek artists 
to design his coins; that for one or more years he had a “traveling’ mint (The 
evidence for the ‘traveling’ mint for a short period is rather strong:  a) we find 
the later Ephesos and Pergamum styles combined in what looks like a single 
series; b) the historical conditions make it highly probable that Octavian struck 
military issues about this time, even before he gained possession of Asia 
Minor . . . Possibly these are only coincidences, but at any rate they need to be 
carefully considered) which struck as occasion demanded, but that about B.C. 
30-29 it was settled in Asia Minor, some artists going to Ephesos, some to 
Pergamum.

For its extreme complexity, Mattingly’s explanation rivals the BMC explanation of borrowed 
mintmarks on Ptolemaic tetradrachms.   Against this convoluted explanation, a simple 
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solution can be offered:  Money was generally minted at secure places of least-cost, near 
workers and fuel.  After Actium, Octavian took over Antony and Cleopatra’s minting 
operations at Paphos on Cyprus.  The mint maintained a modest but steady output of denarii 
with portraits similar to the CA bronze.
 The attractive obverse styles of denarii RIC 541 and 542 are paralleled by rare aurei 
with reverse of a cow left.  Calico 169 and 168.  Similar left-facing laureate head 170-1 seem 
to have no parallel denarii.  
 Cyprus seems like a likely origin for all of these silver types.  All were fairly modest 
scale issues, which are scarce today.  All were struck at a slightly reduced weight standard, 
with weight peaks noted by RIC at 3.85 or 3.80 to 3.60, versus an additional 0.10 grams at 
mints in the Western Empire.  Most have dotted borders and 12:00 die axis.  Flan cracks were 
a production issue.  Variations in style and high frequency of plated issues suggest a lack of 
control.  All have fine style portraits, with delicately detailed hair, high relief portrait and 
expressive facial detail.  Many have strong stylistic connections to the C.A coinage.  None 
have “moneyor” names.  The reverses generally name Augustus, and show themes related to 
the Battle of Actium.  While traveling mints may have been needed during times of war, the 
consistency of these issues suggests a peacetime minting environment.  A logical order is: 1) 
Crocodile, 2) Candelabrum, 3) Young Bull, 4 a, b & c) Wreath, Temple and Victory.  All of the 
silver of Augustus would have circulated alongside denarii from other mints, throughout the 
empire, generally in the East.

Features of Eastern, Early Augustan denarii, probably Cypriot
         Crocodile  Candelabr. Young Bull Wreath Temple Victory  Capr. & Globe    Capr. & Star
RIC#         545 540  475  473  472 474 541   542
Die Axis     var. var.  6:00  ~12  ~12 ~12 ~12   ~12
Peak Wt.   3.85g 3.80g  3.85g  3.85g  3.85g n/a 3.85   3.85g
Obv. Border dots wreath dots  dots  dots dots dots   dots
Rev. Border dots wreath dots  dots  dots dots linear  linear
Moneyer    none none  none  none  none none none   none
AVGVSTVS    no yes  yes  yes  yes yes yes   yes
CA style     yes? yes  yes  yes  yes yes perhaps  perhaps
Head         bare bare  bare  bare  bare bare oak wreath laureate
Actium Rev. yes maybe maybe yes  no yes no   no 
Capricorn    yes no  no  no  no no yes   yes
Gold Known yes yes  yes  no  no no no   no
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Cyprus as a Senatorial Province under Augustus, 22 BC to 14 AD

 Cyprus became a Senatorial province in 22 BC, a concession to the Senate after a 
general consolidation of the power of Augustus in the East.  A proconsular governor, under the 
nominal control of the Senate ruled the province.  The leader of the Senate was still 
Augustus.  Taxes were paid in the name of the Senate, rather than the “Privy Purse.”
 Bronze and brass coin production was reduced to meet demand on Cyprus and some of 
Syria, for the Senate had mints of its own in many cities where the C.A and AVGVSTVS coinage 
circulated.  Under nominal Senatorial authority, Augustus was still shown on the obverse of 
the coinage, now wearing a laurel wreath.
 An issue of bronze ases and brass larger denominations, struck on “Syrian style” dumpy 
flans was minted either at Salamis, or a Syrian mint.  RIC connects the style of the issue to 
the C.A coinage.  RPC 4101 to 4105 are placed in Syria by RPC, with 10 of 11 proveniences in 
Syria, and one in Cyprus.  However, RPC notes, 

On the other hand, the sestertius 4101 would probably be the only brass (if 
that is what the metal is–it looks like brass by visual inspection) coin ever made 
in Syria, which is rather unlikely, although not impossible.

The brass sestertii have the longer obverse titles TR POT IMP AVGVST, a bare head right, 
dotted border and 12:00 die axis.  The sestertius reverse has an oak wreath between two 
laurel-branches around OB CIVIS SERVATOS, “For Saving the Lives of Citizens.”  One specimen 
was found at Curium.  RIC notes: 

No probable mint has yet been proposed for these coins, which are of fair 
sestertius weight (Weight peak 24.00-22.50g).  They may be eastern rather 
than western, to judge from obverse portraiture and legend, although not 
lettering.

A unique 7.1 g example of this reverse is a trihemiobol if it is brass.  The dupondius has a 
laurel wreath around AVGVST (RPC 3914).
 Paphos already had several years of experience minting brass C.A coinage.  Syrian mints 
would not mint brass for several more years.  An attribution to Salamis, the Cypriot port close 
to Syria, may balance the style, brass, and die axis with the find spots in Syria.  Syria cannot 
be excluded.
 Certain coinage was issued on Cyprus in about 5 BC.  Brass dupondii continued to be 
minted, with the portrait of Augustus.  The reverse features the Senatorial legend, a large S.C 
in an oak wreath. Syrian dupondii of the same period have the same types and the same 
legends.  However, the beveled or dumpy fabric and fine or crude style of the portrait can 
distinguish the mint of a dupondius (Cyprus or Syria).  Three dupondii were found at Paphos II.  
Ases with S.C on full, round flans, of the same refined Cypriot portrait style and S.C reverse 
also exist.  These have probably been confused with the more common Syrian ases in many 
collections.
 A similar issue with C.A and S.C in wreath reverse includes the date ΛT or 330 (RPC 
4106, 4107).  The issue may also be Syrian, as the die axis is variable.  If Cypriot, the C.A. and 
S.C reverses, paired with the same date, indicate the coin must be from the transitional year 
22 BC, the year when Cyprus was in transition from a fief of Augustus, to a Senatorial 
province.  Year 330 could be counted from 352 BC, the year Pnytagoras became king of 
Salamis.  Or perhaps the issue may simply be imitative of types encountered in circulation in 
Cyprus and Syria.
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 In 1 AD, during the visit of Caius Caesar, heir to Augustus, the Cypriot mint struck Roman 
bronze ases, 3/2 obols of c. 8.6 grams.  Augustus and his heir appear on each sides of the 
beveled flan issue.

   
Statue of Caius Caesar.  As/trihemiobol for Augustus and Caius Caesar. (9.34g)

 A modest issue of very good style “Caius and Lucius” denarii can be connected to an 
Eastern Mint at about this time.  Cyprus is a candidate.  In comparison to the much more 
common Lugdunum issues, the obverse portrait is quite delicate, with graceful lettering on 
both sides.  The simpulum and lituus above Caius and Lucius are of considerably different 
form.  The simpulum appears crushed, while the lituus has a split base.  The heads of the 
princes are of adult proportions to their bodies, roughly seven to one.  While often connected 
to the Trajanic restorations, the consistently heavy weights exclude issue after the coinage 
reform of Nero.  The generally 12:00 die axis, slightly low weight, and refined style suggest an 
Eastern origin.

Augustus, AR denarius (3.82g) Eastern Mint, struck c. 1 AD, Delicate style.  

 In 1/2 AD during the governorship of A. Plautius, the Paphos mint struck bronze 
denominations of 6.7 grams and 3.7 grams.  The latter two named the proconsul A. Plautius 
Proconsul as the issuing authority on the reverse.  He had been Consul Suffectus in 1 BC.  The 
issues (RPC 3904 and 3905) change the Ptolemaic Zeus-Ammon portrait to that of Augustus.   
Amandry observes there are two legend varieties paired with two different styles of portrait.  
To Amandry, this suggests two mints.
 RPC 3907 a hemiobol, perhaps from Salamis (RPC 3907), has a reverse of Zeus standing 
in the same pose as Cleopatra’s quarter-unit, identified as the statue of Zeus Salaminios.  
However, the statue is apparently “Romanized,” since the hemiobol of the time of Cleopatra.  
Instead of the grain ears, Zeus holds a patera.  The scepter is eagle-tipped, yet another 
Roman symbol. 
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Roman quarter-units of Augustus with reverses of a statue of Zeus Salaminios, holding a 
patera and an eagle-tipped scepter and Temple of Aphrodite at Paphos, with conical stone at 
its center.  (c. 3.5g)

 The temple of Zeus at Salamis had been rebuilt under Augustus in by 22 BC.  A similar 
coinage (RPC 3906) shows the Temple of Aphrodite at Paphos on the reverse, a continuation of 
the very rare post-Actium, Ptolemaic issue with this temple.  Tacitus would note, “The image 
of the goddess is not in human shape, but is a rounded stone, tapering upward like a cone 
from a broad base to a small circumference.”  A conical black stone shown at the center of 
the Temple, now at the Museum of Kouklia in Paphos, has been confirmed as an andesitic 
boulder, not a meteorite.  Tiberius issued similar temple reverse hemiobol in the name of his 
son Drusus.
 RPC (p. 577) suggests that the smaller denominations were perhaps struck on an old 
semiuncial standard, as a semis and a quadrans.  However, perhaps an obol and a hemiobol 
are intended.  This seems to fit with denominations of Ptolemaic and Roman, Egypt and 
Cyprus.  This interpretation of Roman Cypriot denominations seems more likely, in 
consideration of the average weights of bronzes quoted and the existence of a prior Egyptian-
Cypriot denominational system. 
 A likely valuation of coinage after the time of Cleopatra, in both Egypt and Cyprus, 
would be based on the ongoing relationship of the Cleopatra tetradrachm at about 33% silver 
and c. 13.0 grams to the Roman denarius that was nearly pure silver and about 3.9 grams.  
The Cleopatra tetradrachms contain 4.3 grams of silver.  The actual silver weight of the 
tetradrachm, in relation to the Roman denarius supports this system.  Probably, a tetradrachm 
of Cleopatra was worth one denarius, a slight undervaluation of the coinage of the loser of 
the Battle of Actium.  This system assumes that the bronze relations were constant.  Six obols 
made one sestertius.   
 The 8.6 gram coin was perhaps a lightweight as.  The 6.7 gram denomination was 2/3 of 
an as, an obol.  And the 3.7 gram coin was one-third of an as, a hemiobol.  The unusually thin 
fabric of the 8.6 gram Augustan “obols” is similar to the half-unit of the late Ptolemies, 
although the 6.7 gram coin is chunkier.  
 RPC I (p. 688-689) notes that the standard value of the Roman Egyptian tetradrachm was 
the same as an Imperial denarius during Claudian and Neronian times.  The figures for the 
silver content of a Cleopatra tetradrachm are apparently mistaken, perhaps based upon the 
surface silvering.  Hazzard notes the parity between the denarius and the tetradrachm in 
“Two Hoards of Ptolemaic Silver” NC 1994 pp. 62-64.  One hundred years after Cleopatra, in 
72 AD, a papyrus notes that an Egyptian tetradrachm was equal in value to a Roman 
denarius.59  At this later date, each contained a little more than 2 grams of silver.  So from 
the debasement of the Ptolemaic tetradrachm under Rabirius Postumus in c. 58 BC well into 
Roman Imperial times, a tetradrachm of Alexandria was equal to a denarius of Rome.

Julio-Claudian coins of Cyprus, related to the old Ptolemaic system.
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RPC #    Avg. Weight (g)     Cypriot / Roman denomination                    
issue of c. 36 BC, reduced “Fleet Coinage”
*1461         4.95             3/2 obol / as, Other Fleet Coinage.
*1470         3.91                                3/2 obol / as

Denarii in the name of Antony, c. 37 (?) -32 BC
Crawford 542  3.9   silver                  24 obols / denarius Other denarii as well.

Issue of c. 27 BC, under Augustus.
RIC 545        3.8    silver                    24 obols / denarius
2227-9         22.2      brass                 6 obols / sestertius
2230          12.67    brass                   3 obols / dupondius
Unpub.      12.84    brass                   3 obols / dupondius
2231          11.48                               3/2 obol / as
2232            4.82                               3/4 obol / semis
Howg. If       2.8                                3/8 obol / quadrans

Issue of c. 25 BC, under Augustus.
RIC 475        3.8    silver                      24 obols / denarius 
     Other denarii as well.
2233         23.12   brass                    6 obols / sestertius
2234         12.44   brass                    3 obols / dupondius
2235         11.19                                3/2 obol / as
 
Issue of c. 1/2 AD, as a Senatorial province.
3904          6.73                                 obol / 2/3 as
3905          6.73                                 obol / 2/3 as
3906          3.70                                 hemiobol / 1/3 as
3907          3.64                                  hemiobol / 1/3 as

Issue of c. 5 BC  (Paphos, similar to Syria RPC 4248)
3914         14.73 brass                       3 obols / dupondius
3915         14.53 brass                       3 obols / dupondius
Unpub.         9.29                              3/2 obol / as (only 1 weighed)

Issue of 1 AD, during the visit of Caius Caesar.
3908-13        8.70                               3/2 obol (?) / as

Time of Tiberius Caesar, c. 9 – 14 AD
3916            2.68                                  tessera, quadrans

Issue after 15 AD
3917-8        14.69 brass                      3 obols / dupondius
3919             8.58                               3/2 obol / as

Issue of 19-20 AD
3868-9       15.58 brass                         3 obols / dupondius
3870            8.35                            3/2 obol / as

Issue of 22/23 AD
3920            6.23                                  obol / 2/3 as (only 1 weighed)
3921-26       3.62                                  hemiobol / 1/3 as

Issue of c. 45 AD
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